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Hey,

This is Robbie Hemingway founder of VIPattraction.com.. 
And I gotta tell you something…I go to Sweden once every 6 weeks. 
Why?

Just a glimpse...

(Swedish girls make the world go round)

Sure I know tons of hot women there NOW…  
 
But before I went to Sweden… I didn't know ANYONE who lived there.

So…how did I get tons of girls, girls in another country to notice me?

How did I have people come up to me in a club halfway across the 
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world and say they know me already?
Easy...

I met them off Instagram ;-)

INSTAGRAM IS THE EASIEST AND  
BEST WAY TO MEET GIRLS

Instagram, by default, happens to be the world largest dating site... 
Hundreds of millions of girls are on Instagram.

Searching, HOPING for someone to attract them.

When you develop your profile the right way, you attract women 
without lifting a finger.

Think of your Instagram as a machine that works for you 24/7.

You could be sleeping and wake up to a girl sending you a direct 
message trying to meet you.

It doesn’t matter how much money you have, or how good looking 
you are. Because with Instagram, girls fall in love with the image you 
portray and what you represent.

THAT is the magic of social media.

Nowadays, 80% of the girls I meet now already know who I am 
because of Instagram.
It's amazing.

IMAGINE MEETING GIRLS WHO ALREADY KNOW ALL 
ABOUT YOU THROUGH INSTAGRAM AND HAVE A 

DIGITAL CRUSH ON YOU
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It makes the game too easy.

You don't have to introduce yourself or make small talk.

You don’t have to spend a ton of money to impress them to make 
them like you… because they already do.

You don’t have to earn their trust because they see you everyday on 
social media.

All you have to do is create the right kind of profile and post the right 
kinds of pictures...and you become someone she views the same 
way she views a celebrity.

She will follow your life and what you do.

Instagram does the hard part for you so you can sit 
back and collect numbers.

Not too long ago I met a friend of a friend from Sacramento.

…She was the kind of girls guys would KILL for. Naturally I turned on 
my charm…
 
And she tells me:

"I've been following you on “Instagram for like a week... 
you're the guy who is always with hot foreign blonde girls right?"

Boom... she immediately respects me because of the caliber of 
women I have around me…

The next morning she was sleeping next to me in my bed ;-)
*Thank you Instagram… Again

So… now that we got that out of the way... I want to present to you, 
“The 5 Deadly Mistakes Guys Make On Instagram”.
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#1. TAKE A BAD SELFIE

This is a death sentence picture and 
will NOT get you laid. Male selfies are 
what girls laugh at with their friends 
when they get together. Don't be the 
source of their ridicule, this destroys 
attraction. (If you're ripped this might 
be ok… provided you don't look like 
an cheese guy in the picture) 
 
If you want to take a picture of 

yourself do not make it a selfie. Ask someone around you to 
just take a picture of you instead.  
 
It takes 10 seconds and will save you a world of hurt. 
 
Also, when you have someone take a picture of you, don’t 
look at the camera. There are tons of psychological reasons 
for this that attract women but to keep it simple and short…
don’t look directly at the camera. 
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#2. GROUP MESSAGE GIRLS

It's just dumb and will never 
work...plus girls that you 
don't want to ever have meet 
(because you’re trying to 
hook up with both of them) 
can now meet on Instagram 
and talk bad about you.

You also have to know whether or not two girls you are 
going after, are friends… ESPECIALLY if you’re sending them 
the same messages.

This is the quickest way to kill to birds with one stone…and 
not in the good way. 

#3. Post bad quality pictures

Crappy quality, off focus, blurry, pixelated 
images make you look cheap...girls don't 
want someone who looks subpar. They 
want crisp, vibrant pictures.

There are ways to post great looking 
pictures even if you don’t have a 
professional camera.

Lighting is HUGE here and can really 
change the look of your picture. You also 
want to familiarize yourself with how to 
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edit a picture in the Instagram App to make your picture look 
like a professional edited it.

 
 
 
 
 

#4. POST PICTURES THAT MAKE YOU LOOK 
FEMININE OR DORKY

The point is to make girls fall in love with an image you 
create of yourself.

You will NOT do that by posting pictures of you making 
ridiculous faces, or taking the kinds of pictures girls would 
take…or pictures of you doing semi-homo stuff like grabbing 
your buddy's ass. Just don't.

There are ways to have your personality come across and 
exude through Instagram to show women you have more to 
you than just one angle to you, but posting these kinds of 
pictures of you isn’t one of them.  
 
It will just destroy any attraction she could have had for you.  
And you only get one chance to make a first impression, 
don't shoot yourself in the foot by starting off badly.  
 
Because it’s very hard to change a woman’s impression of 
you once she’s already made up her mind. 
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#5 LIKE TONS OF HER PICTURES ALL AT 
ONCE

This is one of the worst things 
you can do… and unfortunately 
many guys do it. I get it, you want 
to get her attention so she sees 
you. 

But this is NOT the way to do it.
It makes you look desperate…

Like the guys who texts her over 
and over again without her 
responding once.

You want to “Like” a maximum 3 
pictures of her… but make sure 
they are pictures she posted a 
few weeks apart.

**Don’t like her 3 more recent pics. Instead, like one from 
this week, one from last week and one from 3 weeks ago.
Also, don’t like very old pictures (anything beyond 4 
months)

It comes off creepy and too invasive…like if you’re stalking 
her.

There you have it, 5 things to NEVER do on Instagram.

Although these are 5 brief mistakes to avoid, in reality there 
are TONS of things you need to know and do to make your 
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Instagram the girl getting machine it was meant to be.

We have the #1 Best-Selling Instagram training that will 
show you have to revolutionize your Instagram and make it 
into a machine that spits outs girls numbers and assures 
you of at least one date per week just off Instagram.

Peace,
Robbie.

Founder
VIPattraction.com
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